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It is usual to emphasize the analogy between the integers and polynomials with
coe$cients in a "nite "eld, comparing di!erent notions in the two points of view. We
introduce a particular rank one Drinfeld module to get an exponentiation for
polynomials and then de"ne the notions of Euler pseudoprimes and strong pseudop-
rimes for polynomials with coe$cients in a "nite "eld. As for the integers, we have
Solovay}Strassen and Miller}Rabin tests for polynomials. ( 2000 Academic Press1. THE VAN DER PUT MODULE
The aim of this paper is to de"ne the notions of Euler pseudoprimes and
strong pseudoprimes for polynomials with coe$cients in a "nite "eld. To do
so, we need a de"nition for a polynomial to the power of another polynomial.
In the 1930s, Carlitz gave an analogue of exponentiation for polynomials
with coe$cients in a "nite "eld by means of an operator later called the
Carlitz module (cf. [1]). In the 1970s, Drinfeld generalised this notion and
de"ned what have been called the Drinfeld modules (cf. [2, 3]). For conveni-
ence, instead of using the Carlitz module, we will use another Drinfeld
module, the van der Put module, which is de"ned below.
Let us "rst introduce some notations.
We denote by F
q
the "eld with q elements. For any over"eld of F
q
, the
Frobenius endomorphism p is de"ned by p (x)"xq. Let F
q
(t) MpN be the ring
of Ore polynomials; this ring can be seen as the ring of polynomials in p (p
acts as an indeterminate) where the multiplication, which is in fact the
composition of morphisms, is skewed by the law pi .tp j"tqipj .pi"tqipi‘j.218
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PSEUDOPRIME POLYNOMIALS 219DEFINITION 1.1. The van der Put module / is the morphism of F
q
-algebra
de"ned by its value at t (traditionally denoted /
t
):
/ : F
q
[t]PF
q
[t]MpN
tC/
t
:"!tp#t id.
EXAMPLE. /
t2‘1
"/
t2
#/
1
"(!tp#t id) (!tp#t id)#id"t q‘1p2!
(tq‘1#t2)p#t2 id.
Remark. The Carlitz module is de"ned by c
t
:"p#t id.
As the Frobenius endomorphism operates over any extension of F
q
, it
operates in particular on F
q
[t] and so does /
P
for any P3F
q
[t]. It is the
expression /
P
(A) which will be seen as the analogue of the usual exponenti-
ation for polynomials with coe$cients in a "nite "eld. To underline the
analogy between /
P
(A) and ap , we will use the following notation:
AP :"/
P
(A) .
EXAMPLE. At2‘1"/
t2‘1
(A)"tq‘1Aq2!(tq‘1#t2)Aq#t2A.
As in the usual case, the van der Put exponentiation satis"es Fermat’s little
theorem.
Notation. Let us normalize polynomials considering the elements of the
monoid M consisting of polynomials with a constant term equal to 1.
THEOREM 1.2 (Fermat’s Little Theorem). ‚et P be an irreducible poly-
nomial of M. „hen for any A3F
q
[t], the following congruence is satis,ed,
AP,A (modP),
or in other words, as the van der Put module is additive,
AP~1,0 (modP).
This theorem has been proved by Hayes in the case of the Carlitz module
(cf. [5]) and the proof can be easily adapted in our context (cf. [11]).
Remark. In view of this theorem, the polynomials of the monoid M can
be seen as the analogue of positive integers.
Remark. Had we chosen to work with the Carlitz module, we would have
considered the monoid of monic polynomials.
As for the integers, Fermat’s little theorem gives a necessary but not
a su$cient condition for a polynomial P to be irreducible. The aim of this
220 VED RONIQUE MAUDUITpaper is to give two stronger congruences, in the spirit of Fermat’s congru-
ence, with P being irreducible if and only if any one of these congruences is
true for all A3F
q
[t]. This will lead to two irreducibility tests. Unfortunately
neither is more e$cient than Berlekamp’s algorithm.
2. THE HENSEL LEMMA AND ONE OF ITS APPLICATIONS
This paragraph, which can be omitted in a "rst reading, is devoted to the
proof of the following theorem, which is the key for the proofs in the
following sections.
THEOREM 2.1. ‚et S"< Pli
i
be the product of irreducible polynomials
P
i
3F
q
[t] with constant term n
i
. ‚et R3F
q
[t] be prime to S and let D3F
q
[t].
If for every P
i
, there exists a solution X
i
3F
q
[t] of the congruence
XR
i
,D (modP
i
),
then
dMB3F
q
[t]/(S ) D BR,D (modS )N"<
Pi DS
D (R,P
i
!n
i
) D.
If there exists P
i
such that the ,rst congruence has no solution, then
dMB3F
q
[t]/(S) D BR,D (modS )N"0.
This proposition is a consequence of a Hensel-type lemma which states, for
a prime P, the existence and the uniqueness of solution for the congruence
XR,D (modPm) in a particular ball. This Hensel lemma will be obtained by
considering the action of F
q
(t)
P
(the completion of F
q
(t) for the P-adic
valuation) on F
q
[t] via the van der Put module. Let us explain this point.
For any P3F
q
[t], consider the Galois derivatives D(i) (P) which are de-
"ned by the recursive formulas
D(0) (P) :"P and D(i) (P) :"D(i~1)(P)q!D(i~1) (P)
tqi!t 3Fq[t], i51. (1)
The Galois derivatives are such that
/
P
"$%’(P)+
i/0
(!t)(qi~1)@(q~1)D (i) (P)pi
PSEUDOPRIME POLYNOMIALS 221(see Hellegouarch’s paper [6] for more details). Now, as does Hellegouarch in
[7], let us expand the de"nition of the van der Put module to any extension
) of F
q
(t) by means of the Galois derivatives.
DEFINITION 2.2. Let ) be an extension of F
q
(t). For any ;3), de"ne the
ith Galois derivative D(i) (; ) by means of the recursive formulas (1). The van
der Put module is de"ned on ) by
/ : )P)MMpNN
;C/
U
" =+
i/0
(!t)(qi~1)@(q~1)D(i) (; )pi.
Now let us describe the D(i) (; ) ’s when ;3F
q
[t]
P
.
PROPOSITION 2.3. ‚et ; :"+=
k/0
r
k
Pk be in F
q
[t]
P
. „hen for any i3N the
series
=
+
k/0
D (i) (r
k
Pk)
is convergent and its sum equals D(i) (;). Moreover, D(i) (; )3F
q
[t]
P
.
Proof. Let ;
n
:"+n
k/0
r
k
Pk; then ;"lim
n
;
n
. As the operator D(i) is
a linear combination of pk’s which are continuous for the P-adic topology,
D(i) is continuous, so
D(i) (;)"lim
n
D(i) (;
n
)"lim
n
n
+
k/0
D(i) (r
k
Pk ).
The series +=
k/0
D(i) (r
k
Pk) is then convergent.
As ;
n
3F
q
[t], the Galois derivative D(i) (;
n
)3F
q
[t] (cf. [7]) and D(i) (;
n
)
is in the closure of F
q
[t] in F
q
(t)
P
, which is F
q
[t]
P
. j
Now we may state and prove our version of the Hensel lemma.
PROPOSITION 2.4 (Hensel’s Lemma). ‚et P be an irreducible polynomial of
F
q
[t], let R3F
q
[t] be prime to P, and let D3F
q
[t]. Suppose that there exists
X
0
3F
q
[t], a solution modulo P of the congruence XR,D, and let Q be the
polynomial of F
q
[t] de,ned by
Q :"D!XR0
P
.
222 VED RONIQUE MAUDUIT„hen the element X3F
q
(t)
P
de,ned by
X"X
0
# =+
i/0
(!t)(qi~1)@(q~1)D(i) (1/R)QqiPqi
is a solution for the equation XR"D in F
q
[t]
P
such that X,X
0
(mod P).
Moreover, v
P
(X!X
0
)5v
P
(QP) and the element X is unique in the ball of
center X
0
and radius DQP D
P
.
Remark. Hereafter, we call such an X an Rth root of D in F
q
[t]
P
.
Proof. Suppose there exists a solution X
0
3F
q
[t] such that XR
0
,D
(modP), and let D
0
be the di!erence
D
0
:"D!XR
0
.
Then D
0
is congruent to 0 modulo P, i.e., D
0
"QP for a particular Q3F
q
[t]
and
D1@R
0
"(QP)1@R" =+
i/0
(!t)(qi~1)@(q~1)D(i) (1/R)QqiPqi. (* )
The convergence of the series (*) is ensured by Proposition 2.3 as
1/R3F
q
[t]
P
. Then X"D1@R
0
#X
0
is an Rth root of D in F
q
[t]
P
.
It remains to prove the uniqueness of X in the ball of center X
0
and radius
DPQ D
P
. As D(i)(1/R)3F
q
[t]
P
, we have the inequality for any solution X
v
P
(X!X
0
)"v
P
(D1@R
0
)"v
PA
=
+
i/0
(!t)(qi~1)@(q~1)D(i) (1/R)QqiPqiB
5 inf
i50
v
P
(QqiPqi )5v
P
(QP).
Let us suppose for a contradiction that there exists another solution
X*3F
q
(t)
P
with X*OX in the ball of center X
0
and radius DPQD
P
. Let
>*3F
q
(t)
P
be de"ned by X*"X#>*; then
0"0R"(X#>* )R!(X* )R"(>* )R"$%’ (R)+
i/0
(!t)(qi~1)@(q~1)D(i) (R) (>*)qi.
But
v
P
(>*)"v
P
(X*!X )5inf (v
P
(X*!X
0
), v
P
(X!X
0
) )5v
P
(QP)51.
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q
[t], as (R,P)"1, and as >*O0, we have for all i’0
v
P
(D(0) (R )>*)"v
P
(R>* )"v
P
(>* )
(qiv
P
(>* )4v
P
(D(i) (R ))#v
P
(>*qi)4v
P
((D(i) (R)>*qi ).
This inequality implies that v
P
(>*R)"v
P
(D(0) (R )>* )"v
P
(>* ), which is
impossible, as>*R"0 and>*O0. The solution is then unique in the ball of
center X
0
and radius DPQ D
P
. m
Now Theorem 2.1 will be a consequence of the following two lemmas
proved by means of Hensel’s lemma.
In the sequel, E
R,m
denotes the F
q
-linear application
E
R,m
: F
q
[t]/(Pm)PF
q
[t]/( Pm )
A CAR.
LEMMA 2.5. ‚et P, R, D be the three polynomials of F
q
[t] such that P is
irreducible and R is prime to P. „hen for any m, n3N],
dE~1
R,m
(MDN)"dE~1
R,n
(MDN ).
Proof. By transitivity it su$ces to consider the case n"1.
The reduction modulo P: E~1
R,m
(MDN)PE~1
R,1
(MDN) is surjective and injec-
tive by Hensel’s lemma. Thus, as the sets are "nite, they have the same
cardinality. m
LEMMA 2.6. ‚et P be an irreducible polynomial of F
q
[t] with constant term
n, and let R be a polynomial prime to P. If E~1
R,1
(MDN)O0, then
dE~1
R,1
(MDN)"dKer(E
R,1
)"D (R,P!n) D.
Proof. If A denotes an Rth root of D modulo P, then, as E
R,1
is F
q
-linear,
E~1
R,1
(MDN )"Ker(E
R,1
)#A.
It remains to determine dKer(E
R,1
). Let Q
1
,2,Ql be l irreducible poly-
nomials prime to each other such that P!n"<Qai
i
and let c
i
4a
i
be such
that (R,P!n)"< Qci
i
. Let <P (F
q
[t]/(P) ) be the "eld F
q
[t]/(P ) seen as an
F
q
[t]-module via the action of the van der Put module; then
<P (F
v
[t]/(P))KF
q
[t]/(P!n) (cf. [4, Remark 4.5.5]). Let M(Q
i
) be a non-
trivial primary component; then M(Q
i
)KF
q
[t]/(Qai
i
).
224 VED RONIQUE MAUDUITIf we denote by AM
i
the projection of A3F
q
[t] in M(Q
i
), a necessary and
su$cient condition for A to be a Rth root of 0 modulo P is AM Qcii
i
"0 for all i.
This leads to the equalities
dKer (E
R,1
)" <
Qi DP~n
dMAM
i
3M(Q
i
) DAM Qcii
i
"0N
" <
Qi DP~n
d (F
q
[t]/(Qci
i
))"<
i
DQci
i
D
"D (R, P!n) D. m
We now have all the tools to prove Theorem 2.1.
Proof of 2.1. We keep the same notations. Suppose "rst that S"Pl with
P irreducible.
If E~1
R,n
(MDN )"0 for a particular n, then dE~1
R,l (MDN )"0 by Lemma 2.5.
If E~1
R,n
(MDN)O0 for a particular n, then by Lemma 2.5 and Lemma 2.6,
E~1
R,l (MDN )"dE~1R,1 (MDN)"D (R,P!n) D.
Now consider a reducible polynomial S"<Pli
i
, where the P
i
’s are irredu-
cible with constant term n
i
. We have BR,D (mod S) if and only if BR,D
(mod Pli
i
) for any i. So if there exist i and n such that E~1
R,Pni
(MDN )"0, then
dMB3F
q
[t]/(S) DBR,D (modS )N"0.
On the other hand, if for any i there exists an n such that E~1
R,Pni
(MDN )O0,
then E~1
R,Plii
(MDN)O0 by Lemma 2.5. By the Chinese Remainder Theorem
there exists a unique B3F
q
[t] modulo S, such that for each i, B is congruent
to a particular element of E~1
R,Plii
(MDN ). Therefore, as dE~1
R,Plii
(MDN)"
D(R,P
i
!n
i
) D for any irreducible P
i
,
dMB3F
q
[t]/(S); BR,D (modS )N"<
Pi DS
D(R,P
i
!n
i
) D. m
In the following part, we consider an analogue for polynomials of the
notion of an Euler pseudoprime and strong pseudoprime.
3. EULER PSEUDOPRIME AND STRONG PSEUDOPRIME
POLYNOMIALS
As already stated, Fermat’s little theorem gives a necessary but not a su$-
cient condition for a polynomial P to be irreducible. In this section, we give
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satis"ed by irreducible polynomials. First, let us give the de"nition of the
analogue of a pseudoprime number in base b.
DEFINITION 3.1. Let B3F
q
[t] and S3M. We say that S is pseudoprime
in base B (B-psp for short) if and only if
BS,B (modS )
or in other words
BS~1,0 (modS ).
A polynomial S which is B-pseudoprime for any base B is called, by analogy
with the classical case, a Carmichael polynomial.
For general properties and examples of B-pseudoprime and Carmichael
polynomials, see [9]. In Section IV, we use the following characterisation of
Carmichael polynomials:
Criterion 3.2. ‚et S"<Pli
i
, where P
i
3M are irreducible. „hen S is
a Carmichael polynomial if and only if S is square-free and P
i
!1 divides S!1
for all i.
Now, we will consider other classes of pseudoprime polynomials.
For the integers, a way to improve Fermat’s little theorem is given by
means of the Euler criterion. Let us denote by ( b
p
) the quadratic residue
symbol of b at p. The Euler criterion says that for any integer b and prime
p’2, b (p~1)@2,(b
p
) (mod p). An integer s is said to be Euler pseudoprime in
base b if and only if it satis"es Euler’s congruence for b. Note that any Euler
pseudoprime in base b is also pseudoprime in base b. An integer s which is
Euler pseudoprime for any base b prime to s is prime (cf. [14] or [13]), so this
congruence gives a necessary and su$cient condition for an integer to be
prime.
We want to de"ne an analogue of this notion. In our context, the analogue
of the quadratic residue symbol is the t-residue symbol (cf. [11]). Let us recall
its de"nition.
PROPOSITION}DEFINITION 3.3. ‚et P3M be an irreducible polynomial and
let A3F
q
[t]. „hen there exists e3F
q
such that the following congruence is
satis,ed :
A (P~1)@t"e (modP).
226 VED RONIQUE MAUDUIT=e let
A
A
PB :"e
and extend this de,nition to any polynomial S"Pl1
1 2Plss with Pi3M by
A
A
SB"
s
+
i/1
l
iA
A
P
i
B.
Proof. As F
q
[t]/(P) is a "eld, the tth roots of 0, i.e., the roots of
X t"!tXq#tX, are exactly the q elements of F
q
. m
For a justi"cation of this de"nition, in particular to see that this symbol
can also be de"ned by means of the Artin symbol as in the usual case, see
[11]. The proof of Propositions 3.4 and 3.5 for the t-residue symbol can also
be found in this paper.
Remark 1. In our context t will play the role of 2. In particular, if P is
irreducible, (A
P
)"0 if and only if there exists B such that A,Bt (modP).
Remark 2. Had we taken the Carlitz module, the symbol would have
made sense only in F
2
[t] (cf. [10]).
Remark 3. If A"a
0
tn#2#a
n~1
t3tF
q
[t] and S3M, it is natural to
extend the t-residue symbol to any S @"tlS by linearity and letting
(A
t
) :"a
n~1
(cf. [11]).
The t-residue symbol is &&F
q
-bilinear’’ in the following sense.
PROPOSITION 3.4. ‚et A, B3F
q
[t], P, Q3M, and j3F
q
; then
(a) A
jA#B
P B"j A
A
PB#A
B
PB
and
(b) A
A
PQB"A
A
PB#A
A
QB .
We have to be able to compute the t-residue symbol without any previous
knowledge of the factorization of the polynomial S, to have a consistent
notion of Euler pseudoprimality for polynomials. In the case of integers, the
strategy is to use the quadratic reciprocity law. For polynomials a reciprocity
PSEUDOPRIME POLYNOMIALS 227law still exists, but it is not as easy to deal with. Fortunately, the t-residue
symbol can be calculated directly. Let us denote by p
S,n
the nth Newton sum
associated to a polynomial S"s
0
tn#2#s
n
. Newton sums are de"ned by
induction using the following relations (with the convention s
i
"0 if i’n),
p
S,0
"deg (S )"n, p
S, i
#s1
s
0
p
S, i~1
#2#si~1
s
0
p
S,1
#i si
s
0
"0.
The Newton sums are &&linear’’ in the sense of 3.4.b as p
S1S2, i
"p
S1,i
#p
S2 ,i
and the t-residue symbol can be expressed in terms of the Newton sums in
this way.
PROPOSITION 3.5. ‚et S3M be written in the form S"s
0
tn#2#
s
n~1
t#1; then
A
1
SB"sn~1 , and for m51, A
tm
SB"!pS,m~1 .
Thanks to 3.4 and 3.5, it is possible to compute the t-residue symbol
without any previous information on the factorization of S. The notion of
Euler pseudoprimality is then consistent.
DEFINITION 3.6. Let B3F
q
[t], and S3M. Then the polynomial S is said
to be Euler pseudoprime in base B (or B-epsp for short) if and only if it
satis"es the congruence
B(S~1)@t,A
B
SB (modS ).
EXAMPLE. Any B-Euler pseudoprime is B-pseudoprime. Indeed, as
(B
S
)3F
q
BS~1"(B(S~1)@t)t,A
B
SB
t,!t A
B
SB
q#tA
B
SB,0 (modS).
We leave for a moment the Euler pseudoprime to consider another particu-
larization of pseudoprimality. For the integers, the notion of strong pseudo-
primes is well known. We adapt this de"nition in our context.
DEFINITION 3.7. Let B3F
q
[t] and let S3M be a B-pseudoprime poly-
nomial. Write S!1"tdQ where v
t
(Q)"0. Then S is said to be strong
228 VED RONIQUE MAUDUITpseudoprime in base B (B-spsp for short) if and only if one of the two
situations is satis"ed:
(a) BQ,0 (modS )
or
(b) there exists r3N with 04r(d and e3F]
q
such that
BtrQ,e (mod S).
If we want to specify r and e, we say that S is B-strong pseudoprime with
order r#1 and residue e.
Remark 1. If S is B-spsp, it is also B-psp as et"0 for any e3F
q
.
Remark 2. If m denotes an element of F]
q
, then any polynomial S3M
is m-spsp. Indeed, with the notations of De"nition 3.7 and as mt"
!tmq#tm"0,
m(S~1)@td"ms0tn~d‘2‘sn~d"s
0
mtn~d#2#s
n~d‘1
mt#s
n~d
m"s
n~d
m3F]
q
.
The following proposition says that, in De"nition 3.7, r and e can be
determined considering the congruence modulo any factor of S.
PROPOSITION 3.8. ‚et B3F
q
[t] and S3M be a B-psp polynomial. =rite
S"<Pli
i
with P
i
3M and S!1"tdQ with v
t
(Q)"0. „hen the following
assertions are equivalent:
(1) S is B-strong pseudoprime with order r and residue e.
(2) „here exists e3F]
q
such that for any i, BQtr,e (mod Pli
i
) or BQ,0
(modPli
i
).
(3) „here exists e3F]
q
such that for any i, BQtr,e (modP
i
) or BQ,0
(modP
i
).
Proof. It is straightforward to see (1)8 (2) and (2)N (3), as the P
i
’s are
irreducible.
It remains to prove (3)N (2). Suppose S is B-pseudoprime and BQtr,e
(modP
i
) (the case BQ,0 (mod P
i
) is proved in the same way).
We denote by 1AM an element of F
q
[t]/(P
i
) and more generally, by liAM an
element of F
q
[t]/(Pli
i
). In particular, if A3F
q
[t] then liAM denotes its reduc-
tion modulo Pli
i
.
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liAM 3F
q
[t]/(Pli
i
) satisfying
liAM ,1BQ (modP
i
) and (liAM )tr,e (modPli
i
). (*)
Moreover, as d’r and as e is a tth root of 0 in F
q
[t]/(Pli
i
), the polynomial
liAM satis"es also the congruence
(liAM )t d,0 (modPli
i
),
and by Proposition 2.4 it is the unique element of F
q
[t]/(Pli
i
) congruent to BQ
modulo P
i
with this property.
But we have assumed S to be B-psp; i.e., BQtd,0 (modPli
i
). Thus by
uniqueness of the element liAM 3F
q
[t]/(Pli
i
) we have
liAM ,BQ (modPli
i
).
It follows then that BQ satis"es the congruence (* ); i.e.,
BQtr,e (modPli
i
). m
Although the notions of Euler pseudoprimality and strong pseudoprimal-
ity seem to be very di!erent, they are linked as shown in the following
proposition.
PROPOSITION 3.9. ‚et B3F
q
[t] and S3M be a B-strong pseudoprime
polynomial. „hen S is also a B-Euler pseudoprime polynomial.
Proof. We will suppose S"<Pli
i
, where each P
i
is an irreducible poly-
nomial of M. We will use the notations of De"nitions 3.6 and 3.7 and
distinguish two cases.
In the "rst one, we suppose BQ,0 (modS ); thus for any i,
BQ,0 (modP
i
).
The "eld F
q
[t]/(P) seen as an F
q
[t]-module via the van der Put module
(denoted <P (F
q
[t]/(P) ) in the sequel) is cyclic and its elements are of order
dividing P
i
!1 (cf. [4, 4.5.5]). As (Q, t)"1, there exists A3F
q
[t] such that
B,At (modP
i
). Thus, for any i, we have (B
Pi
)"0 (cf. Remark 1) and "nally
A
B
SB"0.
230 VED RONIQUE MAUDUITBut as BQ,0 (mod S), we also have
B(S~1)@t"Bt d~1 Q"(BQ) t d~1,0 (modS );
thus
A
B
SB,B(S~1)@t,0 (modS ),
that is, S is B-Euler pseudoprime.
In the second part of the proof we will use the following claim without
necessarily mentioning it:
Claim 3.10. For any e3F
q
and R3F
q
[t] with constant term o, we have
eR"oe.
Let us give some more notations.
Suppose BQ,/ 0 (modS ). As S is B-spsp, there exists r50 such that
BQtr,e (modS ) with e3F]
q
and BQtr‘1,0 (modS ). (*)
Denote R
i
the order of B in <P (F
q
[t]/(P
i
)), i.e., the polynomial of lower
degree in StTM (R
i
is a power of t multiplied by a polynomial of M ), such
that BRi,0 (modP
i
) .
By relations (*), Ri
divides Qtr‘1 but R
i
does not divide Qtr; thus
R
i
"tr‘1R@
i
, where R@
i
3M divides Q. On the other hand, by Fermat’s little
theorem, R
i
divides P
i
!1; thus in particular tr‘1 divides P
i
!1; i.e.,
P
i
"1#tr‘1Q
i
and R@
i
divides Q
i
.
Finally let us denote K
i
:"Q/R@
i
. The constant term of K
i
is equal to q
0
, the
constant term of Q, as we have chosen R@
i
in M ; moreover q
0
O0, as
v
t
(Q)"0.
Let us calculate the t-residue symbol (B
Pi
). As R
i
"tr‘1R@
i
is the order of B in
<P (F
q
[t]/(P
i
) ) and as P
i
is irreducible, there exists e
i
3F]
q
such that
Bt rR@i,e
i
(modP
i
),
because the tth roots of 0 are the elements of F
q
, as F
q
[t]/(P
i
) is a "eld. But
e,BtrQ"Bt rKiR @i"(BtrR@i)Ki,eKi
i
"q
0
e
i
(modP
i
).
As e and q
0
e
i
are in F]
q
we have the equality e
i
"q~1
0
e. It follows that
Bt rR@i,q~1
0
e (modP
i
).
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A
B
P
i
B,B(Pi~1)@t,Bt rQi,(Bt rR@i )Qi @R @i,(q~10 e)Qi @R @i (modPi )
,q~1
0
eQi (modP
i
) (**)
as Q
i
/R@
i
and Q
i
have the same constant term. As eQi3F
q
we have an equality.
Now it remains to "nd the value of B (S~1)@t. Consider the preliminary
calculus
tdQ#1"S"<
i
Pli
i
"<
i
(1#tr‘1Q
i
)li
,<
i
(1#l
i
tr‘1Q
i
),1#+
i
l
i
tr‘1Q
i
(mod tr‘2 ).
Thus tdQ,tr‘1 +
i
l
i
Q
i
(mod tr‘2 );
i.e., td~r~1Q,+
i
l
i
Q
i
(mod t). (*** )
The value of B (S~1)@t modulo S then follows:
B (S~1)@t"B td~1Q"(Bt rQ ) t d~r~1
,e t d~r~1,q~1
0
et d~r~1Q (modS ) (by the claim)
,+
i
l
i
q~1
0
eQi (modS ) (by (***))
B(s~1)@t,+
i
l
i A
B
P
i
B"A
B
SB (modS ) (by (** )).
Thus S is B-Euler pseudoprime. m
Remark and Example. If S is B-Euler pseudoprime, and if (B
S
)3F]
q
, then
S is also B-strong pseudoprime. In general, the converse of the previous
proposition is false. Take, for example, B"t4#t3#t2#t#1 and
S"t5!t4#t3#1"(t2#1) (t3#t2#1)3F
3
[t].
The following proposition gives necessary and su$cient conditions to have
the converse of Proposition 3.9.
232 VED RONIQUE MAUDUITPROPOSITION 3.11. ‚et S be a polynomial of M. „he notions of Euler
pseudoprimality and strong-pseudoprimality are equivalent if and only if
v
t
(S!1)"1.
This proposition can be proved using Corollaries 4.4 and 4.5, considering
the number of bases B modulo S for which S is B-Euler pseudoprime and
B-strong pseudoprime.
4. NUMBER OF BASES FOR PSEUDOPRIMALITY
In this part, any polynomial B3F
q
[t]/(S ) is identi"ed with its image in
F
q
[t] by the canonical injection. In Corollaries 4.4 and 4.5, for a "xed
polynomial S3M, we work out the number of elements B3F
q
[t]/(S ) for
which S is respectively B-strong pseudoprime and B-Euler pseudoprime. An
upper bound for the number of such polynomials, called liars to primality
tests, according to Monier in [13], leads to primality tests for polynomials.
In this section, polynomials are denoted by a capital letter and their
constant term by the associated Greek letter. For example, K (resp. K
i
)
denotes a polynomial with constant term i (resp. i
i
). If S3M, let r be an
integer such that 0(r4v
t
(S!1).
Claim 3.10 will be used again without explicit reference.
To calculate the number of liars, we need to prove three preliminary
results.
THEOREM 4.1. Let S"< Pli
i
be the product of irreducible polynomials of
M and let e3F
q
. If v
t
( (S!1)/tr )(Inf
Pi DS
v
t
(P
i
!1), then there exists
B3F
q
[t] such that
B (S~1)@tr,e (modS ).
Proof. By F
q
-linearity of the action of the van der Put module, it su$cies
to consider the case e"1; indeed if B (S~1)@tr,1 (modS ), then (eB) (S~1)@t r
,e (modS ).
Let R
i
:"( (S!1)/tr, P
i
!1). As v
t
( (S!1)/tr )(v
t
(P
i
!1) for any i,
(S!1)/tr"R
i
K
i
, where K
i
3F
q
[t] has a constant term i
i
O0.
If we can "nd B
i
3F
q
[t]/(Pli
i
) such that BRi
i
"i~1
i
then we will have for
any i
B(S~1)@t r
i
"BRiKi
i
"(i~1
i
)Ki"1,
and the existence of B3F
q
[t] such that B (S~1)@tr,1 (modS ) will then be
a consequence of the Chinese Remainder Theorem.
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i
’s. As tR
i
divides P
i
!1, there exists A
i
3F
q
[t]/(P
i
)
such that AtRi
i
"0. Moreover, as P
i
is irreducible, the tth roots of zero in
<P (F
q
[t]/(P
i
) ) are exactly the elements of F
q
. Thus one of these A
i
is such
that ARi
i
"i~1
i
. It follows that E~1
Ri ,Pi
(Mi~1
i
N)O0, and by Lemma 2.5
E~1
Ri ,Plii
(Mi~1
i
N)O0.
Let B
i
be an element of E~1
Ri,Plii
(Mi~1
i
N) and let B3F
q
[t] be congruent to
B
i
modulo Pli
i
for any i. The polynomial B satis"es for any i
B (S~1)@t r,B (S~1)@t r
i
,1 (modPli
i
);
thus B (S~1)@t r,1 (modS ). m
THEOREM 4.2. ‚et S"Pl1
1 2Plss be the product of irreducible Pi3M. If
v
t
((S!1)/tr )5Inf
Pi DS
v
t
(P
i
!1), then B (S~1)@trNF]
q
modulo S for all B3F
q
[t].
Proof. Without loss of generality, we can suppose that v
t
(P
1
!1)"
Inf
Pi DS
v
t
(P
i
!1). Denote by R
1
:"((S!1)/tr, P
1
!1), and by K
1
and ‚
1
the
polynomials de"ned by (S!1)/tr"R
1
K
1
and P
1
!1"R
1
‚
1
. Note that
j
1
O0.
Suppose that there exists m3F
q
and B3F
q
[t] such that B(S~1)@t r,m
(modS ); then
j
1
m,mL1,(B (S~1)@ t r)L1,BR1K1L1
,(BR1L1)K1,(BP1~1)K1,0 (modP
1
)
by Fermat’s little theorem, as P
1
is irreducible. It follows that m"0 as j
1
O0.
Thus B (S~1)@t rNF]
q
modulo S. m
The case of Euler pseudoprime polynomials will require one more theorem
on the possible values of the t-residue symbol. We denote by p the character-
istic of F
q
.
THEOREM 4.3. ‚et S"Pl1
1 2Plss be the product of irreducible polynomials
of M.
(a) If there exists i such that v
t
(S!1)’v
t
(P
i
!1) and l
i
,/ 0 (mod p),
then, for any e3F
q
, there exists B3F
q
[t] such that B (S~1)@t,0 (modS) and
(B
S
)"e.
(b) If for any i such that v
t
(S!1)’v
t
(P
i
!1) the congruence l
i
,0
(modp) is satis,ed, then B (S~1)@t ,0 (modS ) implies (B
S
)"0.
Proof. Let R
i
:"( (S!1)/t, P
i
!1), and de"ne the polynomials K
i
and
‚
i
by the equalities (S!1)/t"R
i
K
i
and P
i
!1"R
i
‚
i
.
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t
(S!1)’v
t
(P
1
!1)
and p does not divide l
1
; also since the t-residue symbol is F
q
-linear we can
suppose e"1. By de"nition, v
t
(R
1
)"v
t
(P
1
!1)51, and the polynomial
t does not divide ‚
1
; i.e., j
1
O0.
Let m :"l~1
1
j~1
1
3F]
q
. As R
1
divides P
1
!1, there exists B
1
3F
q
[t]/(P
1
)
such that BR1@t
1
"m (cf. proof of 4.1). Then the following congruences hold,
B(P1~1)@t
1
,BR1L1@t
1
,mL1,j
1
m (modP
1
);
thus
A
B
1
Pl1
1
B"l1 A
B
1
P
1
B"l1j1m"l1j1l~11 j~11 "1.
Moreover, as BR1
1
,mt,0 (modPl1
1
) and as R
1
divides (S!1)/t,
B (S~1)@t
1
,0 (modPl1
1
).
Now, for i52, let B
i
3F
q
[t] be such that BRi@t
i
,0 (modPli
i
) (take, for
example, B
i
"0); then
A
B
i
P
i
B,B (Pi~1)@ti ,BRiLi@ti ,0 (modPlii )
and B (S~1)@t
i
,BRiKi@t
i
,0 (mod Pli
i
).
By the Chinese Remainder Theorem, there exists B3F
q
[t], B,B
i
(modPli
i
), satisfying
A
B
SB"+
Pi DS
l
i A
B
i
P
i
B"1 and B (S~1)@t,0 (modS ).
(b) As ( B
P lii
)"l
i
(B
Pi
), this quantity is nonzero only if v
t
(P
i
!1)5
v
t
(S!1), as elsewhere p divides l
i
"0 by hypothesis, and for such an i, i
i
O0
and ‚
i
"‚@
i
t.
Since P
i
is irreducible, ( B
Pi
)"m
i
if and only if B (Pi~1)@t,m
i
(modP
i
). More-
over B (S~1)@t,0 (modS ) implies B(S~1)@t,0 (modP
i
). Therefore
i
i
m
i
,(B(Pi~1)@t)Ki,BRiL@iKi,(BRiKi )L@i,(B (S~1)@t )L@i,0 (mod P
i
)
and m
i
"0 as i
i
3F]
q
; that is, ( B
S
)"0. m
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on the number of bases B modulo S such that S is B-strong pseudoprime. The
expression of this number is similar to the one given by Monier in [13] for
integers.
COROLLARY 4.4. ‚et S"Pl1
1 2Plss , where Pi3M are irreducible and
distinct. ;sing the notations
k
0
:"v
t
(S!1),k :"inf
Pi DS
v
t
(P
i
!1), SI :"(S!1)/tk0, and PI
i
:"(P
i
!1)/tvt (Pi~1),
the number of liars to Miller}Rabin1s test, that is, the number ‚
4141
(S) of
elements B3F
q
[t]/(S ) such that S is B-strong pseudoprime, is given by
‚
4141
(S ) :"dMB3F
q
[t]/(S ) D S is B-spspN
"C1#(q!1)
qsk!1
qs!1 D <
14i4s
D(SI , PI
i
) D.
Remark. This number depends on the prime factors of S but not on their
multiplicity.
Proof. Let F be the set of elements B3F
q
[t]/(S) such that S is B-strong
pseudoprime; then
F"MB DB (S~1)@t k0"0NXMB DB (S~1)@t k03F]
q
NXMB DB (S~1)@t k0~13F]
q
N
X2XMB DB (S~1)@t k0~k3F]q NX2XMB ; B (S~1)@t3F
]
q
N.
As ((S!1)/tr, S )"1, and considering Theorems 2.1, 4.1, and 4.2,
dMB DB (S~1)@t k0"0N"<
Pi DS
K A
S!1
tk0
, P
i
!1B K"<
Pi DS
D(SI , PI
i
) D,
if k
0
!k(r4k
0
dMB DB (S~1)@t r"e3F]
q
N"<
Pi DS
K A
S!1
tr
, P
i
!1BK
"<
Pi DS
Dtk0~r DD (SI , PI
i
) D
"qs(k0~r) <
Pi DS
D (SI , PI
i
) D,
if r4k
0
!k dMB DB (S~1)@t r "e3F]
q
N"0.
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‚
4141
(S)"dF"<
Pi DS
D(SI , PI
i
) D#(q!1) <
Pi DS
D (SI , PI
i
) D#(q!1)qs <
Pi DS
D (SI , PI
i
) D
#2#(q!1)qs(k~1) <
Pi DS
D(SI , PI
i
) D
"C1#(q!1)
qsk!1
qs!1 D<
Pi DS
D (SI , PI
i
) D. m
Now we give the number of bases B modulo S for which S is the B-Euler
pseudoprime. Here again the formulas are similar to the ones given by
Monier in [13] for integers.
COROLLARY 4.5. ‚et S"Pl1
1 2Plss , where Pi3M are irreducible and
distinct.
„he number of liars to the Solovay}Strassen test, i.e., the number ‚
%141
(S) of
elements B3F
q
[t]/(S) such that S is B-Euler pseudoprime, is given by the
formulas
(a) If v
t
(S!1)"Inf
Pi DS
v
t
(P
i
!1)
‚
%141
(S)"dMB3F
q
[t]/(S) DS is B-epspN"q <
Pi DS
K A
S!1
t
, P
i
!1BK .
(b) If there exists i such that v
t
(P
i
!1)(v
t
(S!1) and l
i
,/ 0 (mod p),
then
‚
%141
(S)"dMB3F
q
[t]/(S) DS is B-epspN"1
q
<
Pi DS
K A
S!1
t
, P
i
!1BK .
(c) Elsewhere
‚
%141
(S)"dMB3F
q
[t]/(S) DS is B-epspN"<
Pi DS
K A
S!1
t
, P
i
!1BK .
Proof. Note that in any case v
t
(S!1)5Inf
Pi DS
v
t
(P
i
!1).
Let EI
S
and J
S
be the F
q
-linear maps
EI
S
:F
q
[t]/(S)PF
q
[t]/(S) J
S
:F
q
[t]/(S)PF
q
B CB (S~1)@t B C (B
S
) .
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S
),B (S~1)@t (modS ), i.e., if and
only if
B3F :"Z
e|Fq
(EI ~1
S
(MeN)WJ~1
S
(MeN )).
(a) As v
t
((S!1)/t)(Inf
Pi DS
v
t
(P
i
!1) Theorem 4.1 can be applied. Thus
for any e3F
q
there exists B3F
q
[t] such that B (S~1)@t,e (modS ).
Therefore S is B-strong pseudoprime if eO0; by 3.9 S is B-Euler pseudo-
prime and (B
S
)"e. If B(S~1)@t,0 (mod S ) then (B
S
)"0 (reduce modulo all the
P
i
’s). In other words
EI ~1
S
(MeN )WJ~1
S
(MeN)"EI ~1
S
(MeN ) $%&""E~1
(S~1)@t,S
(MeN )O0.
Using 2.1, we obtain the equations
‚
%141
(S )"d Z
e|Fq
(EI ~1
S
(MeN)WJ~1
S
(MeN) )" +
e|Fq
dE~1
(S~1)@t,S
(MeN)
"q<
Pi DS
K A
S!1
t
, P
i
!1BK .
(b) By 4.2, if e3F]
q
, then EI ~1
S
(MeN )"0; thus F"EI ~1
S
(M0N)WJ~1
S
(M0N).
By 4.3(a), the morphism of the additive group J
S
restricted to E~1
S
(M0N), is
surjective in F
q
. Thus
EI ~1
S
(M0N)/EI ~1
S
(M0N )WJ~1
S
(M0N)KF
q
and
‚
%141
(S)"dF"d(EI ~1
S
(M0N)WJ~1
S
(M0N ))"1
q
dEI ~1
S
(M0N )
$%&" 1
q
dE~1
(S~1)@t,S
(M0N )
1301.2.1"
1
q
<
Pi DS
K A
S!1
t
, P
i
!1BK .
(c) Proceed as in (b), but use 4.3(b) instead of 4.3(a). m
238 VED RONIQUE MAUDUITRemark. In (b) of the previous proof we have shown as a corollary of 4.2
and 4.3 that
if S is B-Euler pseudoprime, and if v
t
(S!1)’Inf
Pi DS
v
t
(P!1), then
A
B
SB,B (S~1)@t,0 (modS ).
Corollaries 4.4 and 4.5 mean that if S is not irreducible, ‚
4141
(S ) and
‚
%141
(S) are strictly less than DS D, that is, that if S satis"es the Euler criterion
for any base B or if S is B-strong pseudoprime for any B, then S is irreducible.
We have thus determined necessary and su$cient conditions, in terms of
congruences, for a polynomial to be irreducible.
But if the degree of S is large, it is impossible to test all the bases B. On the
other hand, if we can "nd an upper bound for ‚
%141
(S)/ DS D and ‚
4141
(S)/ DS D
strictly less than 1 when S is reducible we will have tests analogous to those of
Solovay}Strassen and Miller}Rabin. The aim of the following section is to
work out these upper bounds.
5. TESTS OF SOLOVAY}STRASSEN AND MILLER}RABIN
FOR POLYNOMIALS
Again in this section, we will identify an element B3F
q
[t]/(S) with its
image in F
q
[t] by the canonical injection. Let us consider "rst the case of
strong pseudoprime polynomials.
PROPOSITION 5.1. ‚et S3M be reducible. „he probability for any
B3F
q
[t]/(S) to be a liar to Miller}Rabin1s test is less than 1/q:
‚
4141
(S )
DS D
41
q
.
If deg (S)’2 and q"2 then
‚
4141
(S )
DS D
41
4
.
Proof. We will single out three distinct families of reducible polynomials,
the polynomials Pl where P is irreducible and l’1, Carmichael poly-
nomials, and the other ones, and give upper bounds for these three families.
The "nal result will be the maximum of these three numbers.
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DQ!1 D"DQ D if QNF
q
. We will also use the fact that
f : (s,k)C 1
qks A1#
(q!1) (qsk!1)
(qs!1) B"A1!A1!
1
qskB A1!
q!1
qs!1BB
is decreasing with s and k; thus it is minimal for s and k minimal.
First case. Suppose S"Pl with P irreducible and l52; then
‚
4141
(S)
DS D
" 1
DS D A1#
(q!1) (qk!1)
(q!1) B D (SI , PI ) D"
qk
D Pl D K A
Pl!1
tk0
,
P!1
tk B K
" qk
DPl D K
P!1
tk K"
1
DPl~1 D
4 1
DP D
41
q
.
This upper bound is reached by S"(t#1)2, but if deg (S)’2, then
‚
4141
(S)4DS D/q2.
Second case. Suppose S is a Carmichael polynomial; thus S"P
12Ps ,
where the P
i
’s are distinct inM and P
i
!1 divides S!1. In particular s53,
except if S"P
1
P
2
, where P
1
!1 and P
2
!1 are associated.
As PI
i
divides SI , we have D (PI
i
, SI ) D"DPI
i
D"D (P
i
!1)/tki D. Moreover, s52,
k51, and k
i
5k; thus
‚
4141
(S)
DS D
" 1
DS D
f (s, k) <
14i4s
qk D (SI , PI
i
) D
"f (s, k) 1
DS D
<
14i4s
qk K
P
i
!1
tki K4f (2, 1) <
14i4s
qk~ki41
q
.
The upper bound is reached for polynomials of type P
1
P
2
with P
1
!1 and
P
2
!1 associated. However, this cannot happen if q"2, as in this case, if
P
1
!1 and P
2
!1 are associated, they are equal.
„hird case. Suppose that S is neither a power of a prime polynomial nor
a Carmichael polynomial. So either S is not square-free or there exists an
index j for which P
j
!1 does not divide S!1; the latter is to say that k
j
’k
0
or that PI
j
does not divide SI .
Considering these three subcases in succession and proceeding as above,
we see that in this case the "nal upper bound is 1/q2.
Thus, for any polynomial S nonirreducible, ‚
4141
(S) / DS D41/q, and the
upper bound is reached by squares of degree 2 and by Carmichael poly-
nomials S"P
1
P
2
, where P
1
and P
2
are irreducible distinct and P
1
!1 and
P
2
!1 are associated.
240 VED RONIQUE MAUDUITFor any reducible S3F
2
[t] of degree greater than 2, we have the smaller
upper bound ‚
4141
(S)/ DS D41/q2, as in this case, Carmichael polynomials
have at least three di!erent factors. j
COROLLARY 5.2. „he equality ‚
!141
(S)"DSD/q holds if and only if S"P2
with deg(P)"1 or if S is a Carmichael polynomial such that S"P
1
P
2
with P
1
and P
2
in M and P
1
!1 and P
2
!1 associated. However, these latter do not
exist if q"2 as in this case, if P
1
!1 and P
2
!1 are associated they are equal.
As we have exhibited an upper bound strictly less than 1 and independent
of S for ‚
4141
(S )/ DS D, we have an analogue for the Miller}Rabin algorithm.
ALGORITHM 5.3 (Miller}Rabin).
Repeat n times steps (1), (2), (3) unless S"tk0SI #1 is found to be reducible.
(1) Pick a random polynomial B3F
q
[t]/(S).
(2) Compute X :"BSI (modS ). If X3F
q
, then go to (1); else go to (3).
(3) From X compute the sequence BSI tr (modS ) until BSI tr3F]
q
or
r"k
0
!1. If BSI tr3F]
q
, then go to (1); else S is reducible.
(4) If S is not found to be reducible, then S is declared prime with an
error probability of 1/qn.
The same kind of computation works for Euler pseudoprime polynomials.
PROPOSITION 5.4. ‚et S3M be reducible. „he probability for any
B3F
q
[t]/(S) to be a liar to the Solovay}Strassen test is less than or equal to
1/q:
‚
%141
(S)
DS D
41
q
.
Proof. The notations introduced in 4.4 and 4.5 will be used. As in
Proposition 5.1, we will distinguish two main disjoint families of reducible
polynomials S; the "rst one contains polynomials with k
0
"k and the second
one contains polynomials with k
0
’k.
First case. Suppose k"k
0
. In this case, only the formula given in 4.5(a)
holds. We consider di!erent subcases.
L If S"Pl with P irreducible and l52, then qO2 if l"2 (otherwise
k
0
’k) and
‚
%141
(S)
DS D
" q
DPl D K
P!1
t K"
1
DPl~1 D
41
q
.
The upper bound is reached if l"2 and deg (P)"1; thus, for example, for
S"(t#1)2.
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1
P
2
with P
1
OP
2
, as k"k
0
, the inequality D ((S!1)/t,
P
i
!1) D4D(P
i
!1)/t D holds; thus
‚
%141
(S)
DS D
4 q
DS D K
P
1
!1
t K K
P
2
!1
t K4
1
q
.
The upper bound is reached if and only if P
i
!1 divides S!1 for i"1, 2, i.e.,
if and only if S"P
1
P
2
is a Carmichael polynomial such that P
1
!1 and
P
2
!1 are associated.
L In the same way, if S has more than three factors we get the bound
1/q2.
Second case. Suppose k(k
0
. In this case, only the formulas given in
4.5(b) or 4.5(c) hold.
L If S is not square-free, then DS D’< DP
i
D and we obviously have the
bound 1/q.
Note that if the hypotheses of 4.5(b) are satis"ed the upper bound is 1/q2,
and if the hypotheses of 4.5(c) are satis"ed and pO2 then l
j
53 and the
upper bound is again 1/q2.
But if q"2, the bound 1/q is reached by (t#1)2"t2#1.
L If S is square-free, then only the formula given in 4.5(b) holds and 1/q
is an upper bound. This upper bound is reached if and only if for any i, P
i
!1
divides (S!1)/t; therefore if and only if S is a Carmichael polynomial such
that v
t
(P
i
!1)(v
t
(S!1). An example of such a polynomial is (t4#t#1)
(t3#t2#1) (t3#t#1)3F
2
[t].
Finally, for any reducible polynomial S we have the upper bound
‚
%141
(S)/ DS D41/q. m
COROLLARY 5.5. „he equality ‚
%141
(S)"DS D/q holds if and only if S"P2
with deg(P)"1, or S is a Carmichael polynomial such that S"P
1
P
2
with P
1
,
P
2
3M and P
1
!1 and P
2
!1 associated, or S is a Carmichael polynomial
product of P
1
3M such that for any i, v
t
(P
i
!1)(v
t
(S!1) ( for example
S"(l4#l#1)(l3#l2#1)(t3#t#1)3F
2
[t]).
It is now possible to give an analogue of the Solovay}Strassen algorithm.
ALGORITHM 5.6 (Solovay}Strassen).
Repeat n times the steps (1) and (2) unless S is reducible.
(1) Pick a random polynomial B in F
q
[t]/(S).
(2) If B (S~1)@t!(B
S
),/ 0 (modS) then S is reducible
else go to (1).
If S is not found to be reducible, then S is declared prime with an error
probability of 1/qn .
242 VED RONIQUE MAUDUITLet us calculate the costs of these two algorithms. In both cases, it is equal
to the cost of the calculus of B (S~1)@t r (with r"1 for the Solovay}Strassen
test). Indeed, the calculus of the t-residue symbol consists in deg (B) multipli-
cations and additions as soon as the Newton sums of S are determined. An
algorithm to calculate BR (modS ) for R"r
0
tn#2#rn and deg (B)(
deg (S) is the following:
BR :"0
For i from 0 to n do BR :"(BRt#r
i
B ) (modS )
BR :"BR
As XCX t is a F
q
-linear map, BRt is calculated by means of the matrix
M associated to this application.
For the estimation of the running time, we will always suppose q"p
prime. Denote d
S
(resp. d
R
) the degree of S (resp. R). The cost of the
computation of M is in O (qd2
S
) (cf. [8, 4.6.2, pp. 424 and 427]).
Once M is determined, Bt is calculated in O (d2
S
) steps and then BR in
O (d2
S
d
R
) steps. Finally the previous tests are in O (d3
S
#d2
S
q) as d
R
4d
S
!1;
that is, their cost is similar to the cost of Berlekamp’s algorithm.
The similarity in the cost can be explained by the fact that M is equal to
matrix of the application XCXq!X involved in Berlekamp’s algorithm (it
is denoted Q!I in [8]) multiplied by the matrix of XC!tX.
In fact, the similarity is closer and we explain this fact interpreting Be-
rlekamp’s algorithm in terms of the van der Put module in [12].
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